Unrestricted Warfare reveals the dramatic story of the harsh baptism by fire faced by U.S. submarine commanders in World War II.
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My Personal Review:
"Unrestricted Warfare" by James F. DeRose is an excellent overview of U.S. submarine operations against the Japanese in the Pacific during World War II. While the book is not intended to convey the depth of detail of Clay Blair's epic "Silent Victory," it provides a first-rate and highly readable examination of the three major problems faced by the United States in executing "unrestricted submarine warfare" against the Japanese after the Dec. 7, 1941 surprise attack on Pearl Harbor: Faulty doctrine, faulty skippers, and faulty torpedoes. The Navy, once it realized the magnitude of the problem, moved fairly quickly to solve the faulty skippers problem, replacing cautious, older, largely peacetime-trained skippers with more aggressive younger men who hadn't been molded by a pre-war performance system that punished captains whose submarines were detected during fleet exercises. These younger skippers crafted and cobbled together their own, more successful doctrine, often on the fly, as the war progressed. The torpedo problem was another matter and was met with incredible bureaucratic intransigence from desk-bound officials safely back in the U.S. It was never fully solved during the war and was only partially rectified by December 1943 - two full years into the conflict - and only then by stop-gap measures undertaken by the fighting forces themselves. (It is known from survivor testimony that two U.S. subs, the Tang and the Tullibee, were sunk by their own circular-running torpedoes.
and a recent analysis of wreckage photos from a third boat, the USS Grunion, strongly suggest a third. The loss of the Grunion, possibly to its own torpedoes, is not covered in "Unrestricted Warfare" since the wreck was not discovered until well-after publication of the book. "Unrestricted Warfare" provides an excellent insight into the undersea warriors who suffered the highest casualty rate of any branch of the American armed forces in World War II and are still largely under-recognized by history.
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